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Among the varied and multitudinous array of opposition to the 
anti-slavery movement, no Abolitionist should abate his zeal, or 
relax his energy, but rather redouble his diligence, and resolve, if 
need be, to die upon the battle field, struggling for the victory. 
There is some consolation in the reflection, that the conflict will 
not, cannot, last for ever. The hour which shall witness the final 
struggle, is on the wing. Already we hear the booming of the bell 
which shall yet toll the death knell of human slavery.

Liberty and Slavery cannot dwell together forever in the same 
country. There is not one iota of affinity existing between them. 
They hate each other, with a hatred which is unto Death. They 
ever have been, and they ever must remain, in a state of irrecon-
cilable hostility. Before a union can be effected between them, 
the laws which govern the moral universe must be repealed. It 
is absurd in any one to expect to witness the spirit of Liberty 
being led, by the demon of Slavery, to the hymeneal altar.—As 
well expect the pains and sorrows of hell, to mingle, in happy 
unison, with the pleasures and the joys of heaven; the spirits of 
just men made perfect, with the spirits of the lost.

It is useless, then, to attempt to effect a union between them. 
No compromise can effect it. No legislation can change the 
inflexible law of adaptation, the eternal fitness of things. No 
compact can make that Right, which is wrong from its first prin-
ciples to its crowning assumptions.

It is, then, perfectly apparent to every reflecting mind, that a 
crisis more critical than any which has preceded it, is pending. 
This crisis cannot much longer be delayed. It must come to pass 
as the legitimate result of the past and the present struggle for 
the mastery in which we behold these deadly enemies engaged. 
We may attempt to bind up the wounds of the respective hostile 
parties, with mollifying ointment, but this will not avert the 
impending hour. It must come, as sure as the laws of God cannot 
be trampled upon with impunity.

Then, as a nation, if we are wise, we will prepare for the last 
conflict, for that final struggle in which the enemy of Freedom 
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must capitulate. Instead of indulging in delusive dreams of 
safety, the Slave Power should prepare for the era of its disastrous 
doom; it will be wise and consider its latter end.

The motto to be inscribed upon the banner of Freedom, 
in the l a ST conflict is not, “No more Slave States,” nor “No 
Slavery outside of the Slave States”; but no Slavery where it 
does exist; no Sl aver y in The Republ ic . We shall not be 
burdened or annoyed by unhallowed compromises, we shall 
make no contracts with the perfidious enemy. Not one word 
of concession or compromise, shall escape our lips, not one 
syllable of apology. Truth and Error, Liberty and Slavery, in a 
hand-to-hand conflict. This is what we want; this is what we 
will have. The utter extinction of Slavery, everywhere in our 
national domain; the subversion of the Black Power, wher-
ever, in all our widespread territory, it dare lift its defiant head 
toward Heaven.

Again; in the final struggle, in order to be successful, there 
must exist a thorough organization of freemen, with the single 
issue presented, Liberty everywhere, Slavery nowhere; there 
must be unity of effort; every man who loves freedom, must 
array himself in her defence, whatever may have been his past 
political predilections. The magnet of Human Freedom, must 
be held high above the din of party tumult, and every man who 
is willing to peril his life, his fortune, and his sacred honor, in 
its defence, will ultimately be attracted to the magnet, whether 
Whig, or Democrat, or Freesoiler, or Abolitionist. This will form 
the great Abolition Party of the land. In fact, there must be, 
and there will be, but two Parties in the country; these will be 
known not as Whigs, nor as Democrats, nor as Republicans, so 
far as party names are concerned, but simply as the Anti-Slavery, 
and Pro-Slavery parties of the country. All who are desirous of 
maintaining a sort of assumed neutrality on the question, as 
well as the most inveterate haters of the Abolition movement, 
will constitute the Pro-Slavery Party. Neither of these parties, 
in the last conflict, will be wheedled from the arena, by the pre-
sentation of incidental issues. Each party, forming a unit, and 
rallying under its own banner, will fight for the triumph of its 
respective Principles.

We do not fear the result of such a struggle. The sooner the 
last battle shall be fought, the sooner victory will perch upon the 
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standard of the free. The Principles which form the basis of the 
Abolition movement, are as unchanging and as undying as their 
Eternal Author. They must triumph, for Heaven has nowhere 
promised to delegate his power to another. Let us then prepare 
for the battle, and for victory. Already are the masses moving. 
The disintegration of the once powerful political Parties, is a 
cheering and significant sign of the times. The throne of the 
despot is trembling to its deep foundations. There is a good 
time coming. We yet shall make the welkin ring with the mighty 
hallelujahs of the free.




